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The Interstate Commerce Commis­
(ICC) will decide April 21 if the 
. ttoon Amtrak depot will be reduced 
a flagstop station, a Mattoon city 
· • said Thursday. 
· 
Mattoon City Coordinator George 
deli said he received a notice from 
'ashington · Amtrak officials indica­
that regular daily train stops at 
Mattoon depot are being eyed for 
1ntinuation by the ICC. 
Pendell, who last year spearheaded. 
drive to maintain train service in 
1n , said he is "somewhat sur-
" about the notice since con­
daily stops had been guaran­
by Amtrak late last fall. 
1be possible elimination of regular 
,, , . . ... \� 
��-
�L� 
stops comes in the wake of an Amtrak 
petition granted by the ICC in Decem� 
ber which cut ticket sales at the . 
downtown Mattoon depot. 
However , the· four· daily· stops , 
linking Mattoon with Chicago and New 
Orleans have continued. -
Passengers currently must purchase 
their tickets from the conductor on the 
train and carry on their own baggage. 
A flagstop station would require 
passengers to notify Amtrak in ad­
vance in order for one of tpe north­
south trains to stop in Mattoon. 
H no advanced reservations were 
made , the trains would not stop in 
Mattoon. 
Pendell said he is satisfied with the 
current system, which has been in 
effect since late December. 
� 
st under 10 points a 
verage. Mumford is 
•s leading rebounder ore John Oliver makes good use of the snow that fell Thursday as he isfires a game. . near the North Quad and proves one does not have to go to Aspen for the 
s a team is averaging - fluff. More snow is predicted Friday as it will be partly cloudy and cold 
'me compared to N a chance of snow flurries coupled with a high in the low 20s. (News photo 
per game. Defe · Mercer) . . ... . ... . .. .. 
-
!ANTHERS, page 10) 
''The trains are still stopping , the She explained that she has been 
depot is still open and the people can unsuccessful in reaching train com­
simply buy their tickets on the train,'' pany authorities who deal directly with 
Pep.dell said. flagstop petitions . 
- "We have no quarrel with this An. Amtrak Consumer Affairs De-
system," he added. partment official , Beverly Pica, whose 
.. . . name appeared on Pendell's latest We concede the ticket sales issue, notice , Thursday declined to comment. but now we want to make. s:ur� , the Pendell , who said' the new ticket r�gul:r stops at least continue, he sales system is •'working out fine,•• _ a de .· gathered between 4,000 and 5,000 
Amtrak spokesperson Sue Stevens, signatures last year in a petition 
who said in November Mattoon was campaign to maintain the daily stops. 
not being considered for a flagstop He explained that he would file 
station, said Thursday she was not _ them with the ICC "if they ask me for 
aware of any new petition to halt daily · them.'' 
· 
stops. "Until then, we'll just remain status 
"To my knowledge , this is not being quo here until the Commerce Com­
done, · but this doesn't mean that it mission hands · down a decision in 
isn't ," Stevens said. April ," he added. 
Faculty groups differ 
with salary propoSals 
by The Associated Press 
Representatives from the three major 
Illinois faculty. bargaining groups in­
dicated recently that the eight perc�nt 
salary increase recommended by the 
Board of Higher Education (BHE) will not 
This is the second of two 
Associated Press stories on faculty 
salar�es and collective bargaining. 
be enough. · and probably will not be approved by 
Heads of the American Federation of ·the legislature this year. 
Teachers (AFT), the. Illinois Education "They just haven't been able to 
Association (IEA) and the American deliver," he said. 
Association _of University Professors · · ''The salary situation - basically it's 
(AAUP) spoke Wednesday on the future sad," John Ruoff of the AAUP said. 
of collective bargaining and the need Good folks are going to pack up and 
for substantial raises. /leaye and other good folks aren't going 
Margaret Schmid, President of the - to come to Illinois," he said. 
Illinois local of the AFT, which Ruoff also said salary increases shoulp 
represents the faculties at the five Board be 10 to 12 percent "if Illinois has a 
of Governors schools in negotiations, serious committment to maintaining 
said raises of 10 to 12 percent are quality in higher education." 
needed. . James McClusky of the IEA said if the 
''There has been more lip service - eight percent raises were approved, 
given to salary increases in recent many faculty members would be 
' months than in the past," she said, but satisfied for ·another year and lose 
added that even the eight percent interest in collective bargaining. 
increase is likely to be reduced. · However, he said most university 
Ken Drum, state secretary-treasurer of governing boards do not have the 
the Illinois AFT, said the BHE recom- political power to get the kind of salary 
mendation is a "political maneuver." money they want from the legislature. 
- "It's a gimmick to - make people McCluskey said only collective 
believe they (the board) have the faculty bargaining would assure teachers of a 
interest at heart," he said. fair salary. · 
Drum said the board's recom- Faculties at the five BOG schools are 
mendations have not held up in the past (See GROUPS, page 3) 
BOG okays Bond 
Thomas A. Bond was approved 
Thursday by the Board of 
Governors (BOG) as vice president · 
for academic affairs and provost, 
Harry Read, director of in­
formation and publications, said 
Thursday. 
Bond, currently vice president 
for academic affairs at Midwestern 
State University in Wichita Falls, 
Texas, will come to Eastern April 1 
as special assistant to the 
president. 
He will begin. his duties as 
academic vice president July 1. 
As provost, Bond will take over 
for Marvin whenever he is gone 
from the university. 
2 •astern •••• Friday, Jan. 20, 1 978 
(JP) News sllorts 
Carter promises tax cuts 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter presented Congress and the nation 
Thursday with a no-surprise State of the Union address in which he held out the· 
·promise of income tax reductions for 96 percent of all American taxpayers. 
"Militarily, politically, economi.cally , and in spirit , the state of our union is 
sound." 
"Almost $17 billion in income tax cuts will go to individuals ," he said. 
"Ninety-six percent of American taxpayers will see their taxes go down. For a 
typical family of four this will mean an annual saving of more than $250-a tax 
reduction of about 20 percent." 
Wife may fill HHH'sseat 
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) - Gov. Rudy Perpich plans to meet soon with Muriel 
Humphrey , wife of the late Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, and may offer her an 
appointment to fill her husband's S�nate seat for 10 months , an aide to Perpich 
says. / 
Mrs. Humphrey, who will be 66 Feb. 20, has gotten widespread support 
among Minnesota citizens and political leaders as a "caretaker" appointee for 
the Senate post. · 
Under Minnesota law, the governor is required to make a temporary 
appointment until a special election is held in November. The winner of that 
election· will serve out the remaining four years in the Humphrey term. 
Rudd gets fine, probation 
CHICAGO (AP) - One-time student radical Mark Rudd was fined $2,000 
Thursday and placed on two years probation for his part in a -1969 anti-war 
demonstration. 
Rudd had pleaded guilty to aggravated battery charges arising out of the 
Ciemonstration in which dozens of young persons ran through the streets , 
smashing windows and fighting with policemen. 
· Rudd, a former student at Columbi& University, was a leader of the Weather 
Underground faction of the Students for a Democratic Society, a group 
organized to protest involvement by the United States in the Vietnam war. 
VW halts German lines 
EMDEN, West Germany (AP) - The last Volkswagen Beetle sedan, Nazi 
dictator Adolf Hitler's legacy that helped West Germans beef up their post-war 
economy, rolled off a German assembly line Thursday. 
Since Daimler Benz made the first 30 prototype Beetles designed by 
Ferdinand Porsche 40 years ago , Volkswagen built 19.2 million Beetles to 
surpass the previous production record of 15 ,007,034 set by Henry Ford's 
Model T in the late 1920s. 
The Beetle continues to be produced in Mexico , Brazil , South Africa and 
Nigeria. Models sold in Germany from now on will bear a "made in Mexico" 
tag. 
Munchies Deli 
SPECIAL SAVE 
3 Bagels with Cream Cheese 
0 '<l •100 n y -
Located in University Village 
The East�m News is published daily, Monday through Friday. at Charleston. Ill. during the 
fall and spring semesters and weekly during the summer term, except during �hool vacat;ons 
or examinations. ·by the students of Eastern Illinois University. Subscription price: $5 per 
semester. $1 for summer on ly. $10 for all year. The Eastern News is represented by the 
National Education Advertising Service. 18 East 50 Street, New York, N.Y .  10022, and is a 
member of the Associated Press, which is entitled to exclusive use of all articles appearing in 
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Phi Signta· Epsilon 
Does It-Best 
Come Find Out Why 
4 O'clock Club 
At The Phi Sig House 
Friday · Jan. 20 
1509 Second St. Behind Bµrger King 
For Information and Rides Call: 
345-9070 or 345-9065 
The Naval 
Aviation 'lham. 
Are you-good enough 
to be part of it? 
You earn more than wings of gold when you 
become a Naval Aviator or a Naval Flight 
Officer. You earn the opportunity to become 
part of the greatest team in the sky. 
As a Naval Aviator, you'll learn to master 
the most advanced aircraft in the world today. 
And as a Naval Flight Officer, you'll learn 
to master the most sophisticated navigational 
and electronic systems ever developed. 
What does it take to join this team? Plenty. 
For starters, you've got to be a college grad­
uate. And then you've got to prove yourself 
and keep on proving yourself every step of 
the way. . 
But few challenges in life pay off .with a 
·· 'greater-sense of accomplishment. And witt:l a 
· gr:eater degree of respect and responsibility. 
Think you can meet a challenge like this? 
There's no time like now to find out. Talk to 
the Navy Officer Information Team the next 
time they visit your college . Or see your local 
Navy recruiter. For further information see 
your placement office, or call us collect at: 
(314)-268-2505 
Fly Navy. 
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AFT-BOG salary negotiation date uncertain 
by Sue Nasenbeny 
Faculty salary increases for next 
year are set to be discussed at the next 
round of negotiations between the 
American Federation of Teachers 
(AFT) and the Board of Governors 
(BOG). 
Floyd Merritt; Eastern' s AFT vice 
president, said Wednesday no definite 
date has been set yet for when the AFT 
federation council, composed of. AFT 
members from the five BOG schools, 
will meet, although a meeting may be 
held later this month. . 
Richard Dulka, ffuishing a term as 
Eastem's AFT chapter president, said 
the two teams will renegotiate the 
two-year contract's  Article II, which 
deals with faculty salaries for next 
. year. 
Merritt said faculty salaries at 
Eastern are "$3 ,000 to $4 , 000 behind 
where we should be due to inadequate 
funding. "  
The AFT submitted its demands for 
next year at a December, 1977 meeting 
between the AFT and BOG negotiating 
teams. 
" We did that intentionally before 
·break," Merritt said, to give the BOG 
time t� review the AFT's demands. 
Dulka said he expects the BOG to 
present its counter-proposals. at the 
next session. · 
Eastern' s  faculty received a $100 
across-the-board increase retroactive 
to September, 1977 in the first contract 
negotiated by the AFT. 
This · amounted to a five to six 
percent increase, Merritt said. 
Merritt also said the AFT negotiated 
in a " difficult" situation last year 
because faculty salary monies already 
had been appropriated by the Illinois 
to have an agreement before the 
legislature appropriates the money 
(for education)," he continued. 
The Board of Higher Education 
recently submitted to the legislature a 
budget request which includes 'an 
eight percent salary increase for 
legislature, whic� meant only " minor . . . 
adjustments" could be made in salary Memtt said the proposed mcrea�e 
faculty. 
contracts. was "better than last year, when 
The AFT was further hampered the �ou're c�nsi�e�n� one . 
year in isola­
fitst year, Merritt said, because it and t1on. But 1t.sttll 1s�. 
t enough to help us 
the BOG had to negotiate an entire start catchmg up. 
contract. "It seems like it would be a ten to 12 
"This time we are only negotiating percent increase just to catch up.  We 
salary," Merritt added. · must regain the ground we.lost in the 
"We're starting earlier and we hope last several years," he added.  
Light p/o ws slow clearing K The Men of Kappa Al pha Psi by Bernie Frey and Bob Nasenbeny 
Lack of equipment to Clear parking 
lots is the main reason students are 
having trouble getting into and out of 
their parking spaces, a grounds worker 
said Wednesday. 
Grounds superintendent Owen 
Stanfield said Eastern doesn't  "have 
the proper heavy equipment. We're 
just not used to this kind of snow,' '  he 
said. 
"We've cleared most of the other 
. iots, but we haven't gotten to the dorm 
lots yet," he added. · 
be another problem Friday as more 
snow is predicted. 
A pressure system change along 
with an influx of warm air will bring 
another storm system into . the 
Charleston area Friday, Paul Krause, 
inember of the Geology Department, 
said Thursday. 
Krause said a change in the pressure 
system will bring a moderate amount 
of snow· Friday, but less than two 
inches . 
A 
-
cp 
v 
1T 
er 
� Frat�rnity 
Annual Sweethearts Ba ti 
Interviews will be 
Jan.22 ,23, 1978 
Kappa's House 1639 7th St. 
8:00 p.m. 345-4.31 O 
Stanfield said the crowded condi- I 
tions prohibited the plows from work-
_ing in hall lots . . 
:-"•They're so full of cars that there' s  1 
.no place to push the snow," he said. 
"So we have to p.ish. it to ooe end ml haul 
Jt" 
\/\l.l:IERE: Samuel Musi'c, 
. 
Stanfield also said the university 1 
!Cannot afford to buy the proper 
�uipment and have it " sit around. "  
"This is only about the third time in 
JO years that we've had this much 
:snow. So we'll just have to clear it a 
1ittle at a time," he added. 
Snow removal from the lots looks to 
Groups question 
faculty pay hike 
(Continued from page 1) 
only ones in the state with a 
:ollective bargaining contract with their 
1verning board. The Board of Regents 
the Board of Trustees at the U of I 
Southern Illinois have not agreed to 
bargaining. 
The groups say that about 6,200 1 
ulty members belong to. one or 
1ther of the organizations. 
The BHE estimates there are 8, 1 1 6 
niversity faculty members in I llinois. 
The legislature last year defeated a 
compelling collective bargaining for 
Cross County Mall, Matto·on 
WHAT: ''Audio Night'' 
WHEN: -.5 pm to 7 pm Sun. Jan·. 22 
WHY: 
/ / 
Many of the sound systems used by professional 
musicians make excellent stereo systems for the home. 
Why sp.end extra money for cabinetry when you can have 
a much ·better sound for less money? We will have systems 
for your car stereo as well as the most sophisticated 
large size systems. \ 
I 
I 
·versity teachers and no one is op-· 
istic about its chances this year, 
ugh the Illinois AFT plans to. have 
introduced. 
I It's the sound that counts ... but don't take our word for it . . .  1 
"I don't think the legislature gives a 
n whether the professors have 
lective bargaining or not," McClusky 
Although a collective bargaining law 
uld make things easier for the 
ions, Drum said it is not essential. 
Ruoff disagreed, and said that if there 
'ere a collective bargaining law the 
ulties at SIU and at· the Board of :e,���tig���?��::/:''?_YI�, :/�F-�.·: J��'._., 
I Come.hear the difference with quality products 
from Yamaha, Peavey and more at Samuel Music. 
* Bring your own tu�ntable, 8 track o'r cassette deck . * for the most realistic trial of our system ... We think yo:u** 
will like what you hear. 
I -::. -' . •"- ._ . '_: , � ' .: � .. • ';;,� i -!.' r:,.' _ ,  ; , r. '. �- .,.,,." • 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Israel's Begin rejects 
Egypt's military talks 
JERUSALEM (AP) - Prime Minister U. S .  officials said Vance was urging 
Menahem Begin lashed out at Egypt both Begin and Sad11-t to end their war 
Thursday for "chutzpah" -brazenness- of words and get down· to hard 
in its peace demands, and he rejected negotiating. The secretary himself 
for the moment Egyptian President declined to comment on this, but 
Anwar Sadat's proposal to resume Begin said that if Vance's mission is 
military negotiations in Cairo this. successful ' 'we shall then be prepared 
weekend. to refrain from public statements, of 
. Israel stands ready to reopen peace course on the basis of reciprocity. ' '  
talks, Begin said, but the next move is The prime minister, speaking to a 
"up to Egypt." group of French Jews earlier Thurs-
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance day, said it was -"inconceivable" that 
met with Begin and is to fly to Cairo on the United States would pressure him 
Friday to talk win effort to revive the to make concessions to Egypt. 
Jerusalem negotiations, which were In Cairo, meanwhile, Sadat heard a 
suspended abruptly by the Egyptian report from Foreign Minister Mo­
leader Wednesday. hammed Kamel, the chief negotiator 
After meeting with Vance, Begin. he had summoned home from Jeru­
told reporters Israel was declining salem after only two days of what were 
Egypt's  invitation for Defense Minis- supposed to have been comprehensive 
ter Ezer W eizman to return to Cairo _ talks on political aspects of a peace 
Saturday for renewed talks on military/ settlement. 
aspects of a peace. Sadat, considering his next move in 
No Supper Suriday Night? 
Come TO 
�Tr Cookout 
Rush Party 
Hot Dogs & Beer-
News 
He said the Israeli cabinet would the fast-developing situation, resche­
await Vance's report on his Cairo visit duled from Saturday morning to 
and Sadat's scheduled speech Satur- Saturday evening the emergency ses­
day to the Egyptian parliament before sion of the Egyptian parliament at 
deciding Sunday on the military talks . which he is to deliver an address. 
He also ·said official Israeli delegations In his speech to the French group,. 
do not travel on Saturday, the Jewish assembled in the Israeli parliament 
.Sabbath. building, Begin said that if Egypt 
The Cairo talks, considered less decides to reopen the Jerusalem talks, 
important than the Jerusalem confer- "the government of Israel will be 
ence, had focused on an Israeli prepared to do so as well . "  
Sunday, 5:00-? 
January 22 
All you can eat 
All you can drink 
·For Rides a nd 
Informatio n .ca l l  
the Men of 
Sigma Ta u G a mma 
865 7 th S t .  
withdrawal from the Sinai Peninsula. "We hope the talks will be resumed. 
Begin told a joint news conference It is up to Egypt," he said. 
after the meeting with Vance that the 
American would "try to · convince 
. President Sadat that the negotiations 
should be renewed.  We wish him 
Godspeed and good success . "  
Taylor: Spring 
add-drops high, 
lighter than fall 
The number of students who added 
or dropped classes for spring semester 
was "heavi�r than expected but not as 
heavy as last fall," Michael Taylor of 
_the Registration Office said Thursday. 
Courses most frequently added and 
dropped in the four day period were 
freshman level courses, induding 
health, English 1001 and 1002 and 
physical education service courses, he 
said . 
Taylor said most courses were 
"pretty well spread around" in regard 
to the number of times· students had 
changed classes: 
-�-oot-----.1 
He said he could not give a specific 
number of adds and drops, however, 
since the Registration Office does not 
keep track of that information. 2 5 c Busch Beer Students can no longer add classes 
to their schedules, Taylor said, but 
they can drop them until Friday 50c Sloe Gin Fizzes for Ladles without any grade appearing on trans-
cripts. . 4 pm -: 6 pm 
Beginning Monday and extending 
until March 20. students can drop a along With OUr regular course and receive a "W" on their 
record. From March 21 to April 27 Double Bubble students can drop a course with a 
345-9089 
:�:n·;��;;�� l �IJll·�· n!!�IL•�"'i/. .• �&L.�\f� ��..;.. ;����'1-�  .. y�;.;'./i,,�fi.:;.H$:}f;'j�;;r..f!iA.;Jh.J/liN;:,�'Uk, 
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Pat Hill, a resuscitation 0 
Lantz Gym_ (N 
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� 
� � 
Pat Hill, a Booth House Civil Service worker, practices cardio-pulmonary 
resuscitation on a manikin during a CPR training session held Thursday night at Lantz Gym. (News photo by Janet Janes) 
.... - - - -·- - - - _ .. _ . .._....._.. - - - � ....... - ·- -·-· - - - ., 
En_ter The 1 
Greek . 
' . Syste1n1n 
Style 
Meet t"he Men ·af-
g ig ma cpl 
Tonight at 8:00 p.m. 
Charleston Holiday·lnn. 
Rush Party with the Women 
of Alpha Gamma Delta Soror.ity 
Fo r Tra n s p o rt a tio n a n d  Info rmatio n C a l l: 
345-9523 345-3007 345-9081 
I 
L 
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Area florists to interpret� 
paintings in special show 
5 
·by Dave Pugh that woukl be nice to do in our area, 
Area design florists will interpret only on a smaller scale ," - Williams 
paintings with flowers as the two art explained. 
forms come together s·unday in an Williams said many kinds of paint­
exhibition at the Sargent Art Gallery. ings will be used, including a repro-
The show , open from noon until.4 :30 duction of Rembrant's 'The Man In 
p.m., will feature floral works by area The Lace Collar.' 
designers along with paintings from "We also have some abstract paint-
Illinois and Indiana. ings ,'' Williams added. ''The designer 
Mary Williams, operator of Noble from Decatur called me and asked 
Florists-in CharJ�ston and past presi- what the title of his painting was. I 
dent .of the Illinois State Florists looked it up, and it was 'Do Your Own 
Association (IFSA), said Wednesday Thing, Baby'.'' 
the works will be the florists' interpre- "They 're not justr still lifes ," she 
tation of the paintings. explained. ''We want to show the close 
- Rod Buffington, director of the relationship between paintings and 
Sargent Gallery, which is co-spon- flowers." 
soring the event with the ISFA, said The "flowers themselves will be 
the florists "look at the paintings and "natural materials only , no silks or 
think of their own designs.'' artificials ," she said. 
He added the process was a "re-. "But we are allowing dried flowers 
verse of still life.'' because they were once natural ma-
''It took a year to get the mechanics terials ,'' Williams said. 
of the event set up--the borrowing of The flowers will be previewed at a 
the paintings from galleries," Buf- Saturday night cocktail parfy, with "a 
fington said. number of Eastern VIPs and a number 
The idea for the show came from a of ISF A people" attending , Williams 
similar presentation at the Society of added. 
American Florists' museum in Omaha, The show will be open to the public 
Nebraska. Sunday only, she said. However , the 
''They had designers make inter- paintings will be on display without 
pretive designs of paintings. I thought the flowers through Feb. 10. 
. .For That 
''Speci�I Valentine'' 
Why not consider a personal gHt 
of Photagraphs? 
Now 'til February 4 you can have a collection of 8 portrait 
studies made in our studio to present in a folder as your 
gi.ft of love for only $23.95 
d� c;::�:�g;5:phy 
405-A. Lincoln CMrleston, Illinois 61920 ... '1J"'1911N1.# 
Bus. 346-4151 Res. 346-4235 _ ·I':' . 1lllflrt,,� 
.... 
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Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Welcomes Our New Sisters-
Cindy Hoeffken 
Debbie Pitchford 
Laura Fiorito 
Kathy Sprehe 
Sophomore Gretchen Helbig, shown above playing. Eastern last year, will 
perform at a recital along with the Telemann Quartet at 2 p.m. Friday in Dvorak 
Concert Hall. 
Ladybug Love 
Your 
Active Sisters 
Quartet, Helbig 
to off er Friday 
performances 
A performance by the Telemann 
Quartet ·and a recital by sophomore 
Gretchen Helbig will be held at 2 p.m., 
Friday at the Fine Arts Dvorak Concert 
Hall. 
Both performances will be free and 
open to the public. · 
The music of George Telemann will 
be performe"d by sophomore flutist 
Ter�sa Halfar, senior harpsichord 
player Ruther Riegel , junior cellist 
Lisa Bartling and junior violinist 
Louise Brodie. 
Following the Telemann Quartet, 
Helbig will play Aaron Copland's 
'Concerto for Clarinet.' 
Musical recital set 
for fac.ulty member . 
· Twentieth century music will high-
. light a faculty recital presentation -of 
soprano June Johnson at 4 p.m. 
Sunday in the Fine Arts Dvorak 
Concert Hall. 
Johnson will be accompanied by 
violinist Dorothy Kim and pianist Alan 
R. Aulabaugh in a program of five 
songs which are musical characteri­
zations of animals or birds. 
The recital is free of charge and 
open to the public. 
-�---------------
SupPort News advertisers. 
They help support you. 
I 
. \ 
\� 
You are· Invited to Join Us and Our· Large 
Friend Here, At Our Traditional 4:00 Club 
roDAY- De·Jta Sig House 1st 4 9 thst. 
For Rides and Info 3 4 5-9 01 7 
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Ap peals j udg·e Webster nam e d  F BI director 
WASHING TON (AP) - President 
Carter Thursday named appeals court 
Judge William H. Webster, a Repub­
lican from M_issouri, to become the 
third director of the FBI. 
"I think he will bring a level of 
intellect and imagination to his new 
role that will help it perform its duties 
better than ever, " said Attorney 
General Griffin Bell, who 11nnounced 
the president's choice. 
Webster, 53 , has been a circuit . 
judge i.n St. Louis since 1973 ,  serving 
on the 8th Circuit Court of Appeals. He 
will succeed Clarence M. Kelley, who 
is retiring Feb. 15.  
The attorney general, who 
announced the president's choice, said 
Carter decided Monday to choose 
Webster over the other finalist, federal 
Judge Frank J. McGarr of Cbicago, 
and asked Bell to inform Webster. 
Describing McGarr and Webster as 
men of vastly different personalities, 
: .Bell said he thought the president 
1bably made the decision on the 
is of his interviews with the two 
n, rather than on their qualifica-
rue� 
ro wning Pool' 
�e movie "Drowning Pool" will be 
:nted by the University · Board 
at 6:30 p. m. '.lnd 9 p.m. Friday in 
Union addition Grand Ballroom. 
'Drowning Pool" stars Paul New­
as private eye Lew Harper, who 
.pts to solve a blackmail scheme 
involves oil heiress Joanne 
1ward. 
· sion for the film is 75 cents. 
'ampus �lips 
to Hold Dance 
Black Student Union { BSU) will SPonsor a 
from 9 p.m. to 1 :45 a.m.  Saturday in the 
Union Ballroom. 
is 50 cents for BSU members and 
for others. 
Mua to be Celebrated 
Mass wiU be celebrated at 9 : 30 a.m. 
1 a .m.  in  the Buzzard Educatioh Building 
wl also · be celebrated at 6 p . m .  
at the Newman Center o n  Ninth Street 
Avenue. 
FREE 
M A K E -U P  
· LESSON 
tions or backgrounds. 
" McGarr is a trial lawyer . . . and has 
a more dominant personality, "  the 
attorney general said . "Webster is 
given to be a quiet person. " 
However, Bell took pains to empha­
size he would have been equally happy 
with Mc(J-arr, saying he found nothing 
during his investigation ' ' that shook 
my confidence in him. He' s  a man of 
great . leadership, char�cter and 
s�rength . . . " 
The attorney general said he had his 
department study Webster' s  decisions 
on criminal and civil rights cases.  " I  
have concluded h e  is a moderate 
person. He reasons well . ' '  
Bell also said he was unconcerned 
about the fact that Webster is a 
Republican, as is McGarr . " I  made up 
the list without regard to political· 
party , "  the attorney general said. " I  
was looking for the best person I could 
find . "  
TED'S PROUDLY 
PRESENTS 
Friday 
"Jesse Ross' ' 
Winter Special Friday Only 
25 � Buys 
· Saturday · 
. .  "T amarak" 
Hot Band From 
Bloomington 
Old Milwaukee 
Popcorn 
Ho� !Jogs 
Come on over 
and dance 
Gateway Liq uors . 
41 3 W. Lincoln · · · Close to Campus 345-9722 
. Week-end Specia ls 
Stroh's 1 & oz. 
Returnables 650 a case 
· Paul Masson 
. Rose · 1 15 
, 1 79 
Fri- Sat- Sun 
Ice 
.48 
Ezra Brooks 
51h 
49
9 . 
�,....�.,,,. .. ,,. ,,,.,,. � 
-� 1"2-pak cans 325 
Mogan David 
Wine Decanters 
379 
Bacardi Dry Sack . Imperial 
· Li"1t . Ot. Sherry % ga1 
539 499 . 999 
Riunite CristaDo Wines 209 
Red - White - Rose 
Buy 6 bottles and receive a FREE ·wine rack 
Gateway Liquors - Yo u r  Pa rty Center 
345-9722 We �onor SBPC cards 345-9722 
i 
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Women cagers e ntertain 
th ree foes for weekend 
by Brad Patterson All ·proceeds from all three contests 
The women ' s  basket£>all- team has a this weekend will be donated to the 
busy weekend ahead, entertaining University of Evansville Memorial _ 
three teams this weekend, and ready- Fund. This fund was set up to aid the 
ing themselves for the second half of University of Evansville, who lost its 
the schedule. entire men's  basketball team in a 
"This will be a big weekend for-us, " tragic plane crash on Dec. 13 .  
said Coach Melinda Fischer. "We · As tar as Lne contests are concerned, have three big home games and this Fischer feels as though the Western will be a good opportunity to get back Michigan game will be the toughest of on the winning track. ' '  . the weekend. The women cagers have played four 
consecutive road contests , and this will The Friday night opponent, Dan­
be their first appearance at home since ville, . is an unknown quality. The 
Dec. 3 .  . women played Danville last season in 
Friday night the Panthers will host the opening contest of the season, and 
Danville Junior College in McAfee emerged with an easy victory. 
Gym at 7 p.m.  
The- JV Panthers will also be in Saturday, the women will be very 
action this weekend,  playing two busy, playing Western Michigan at 1 1  c l a. m . ,  and entertaining Greenville Col- games. They will host Principia o -
lege at 5 p.m.  as a prelude to the lege in McAfee. a:t 5 p.m.  on Friday and 
men' s  game with Wisconsin-Green play the University of Evansville at 3 . 
Bay.  • · · " p.m.  Saturday also in McAfee. 
Track team 
Selected Pan ts s499 
Al l  o ther denims 2 0 % OFF 
Gir'ls novel ty &. ski sweaters 
ONLY s t  3 99 
Al l  othertops 3 5  % OFF 
501 7th · St. 
East  Side of  Charleston Square 
Sports 
opens early 
by Kathy KUsares 
"We'll be fifth or better, if we stay 
healthy, ' '  head track coach Neil Moore 
predicted as Eastern' s finish in NCAA 
Wr . 
· tKot9did 
Division II for the season. , . 
After months of practicing� these-· 
tracksters are "rather anxious" for . 
season to begin, Moore admits:· "It's 
kind of like Christmas, you can'.t wait 
to open the package to see what's 
inside . "  ' 
· The Panthers intend to start un­
wrapping at a non-scoring practice 
meet at 3 pm. Saturday in Lantz field­
house. Competitors will include a 
number of junior colleges: DuPage, 
Wright, Parkland, Illinois Valley, Lin­
colnland and Oakton. 
"We're not even considering .this 
meet as part of our schedule. ' '  Moore 
said. "We need to get some qualifying 
times to send in for the Illinois 
Intercollegiate in February and we're 
trying to find out who' s  who . "  
Some of ·those who have already " 
been well established · as Moore re-
turns six All-Americans.  "We should 
be good in jumps, hurdles and I'm 
quite excited about our distance men 
scoring consistently for us after win­
ning the national cross country, "  
Moore said. 
All-American jumpers returning are 
senior Charles Hollis in the triple jump 
(50-3 1 12), junior Terry Carpenter in 
the long jump (24-9 3/ 4) and junior 
Martez Smith in the high jump (6-10). 
Another All-American and top re­
turning searer is pole vaulter, Gerry 
Byrne. "Gerry reached 15-6 at the 
NCAA II last year and has the 
possibility of bettering that , "  Moore 
commented. 
· 
Two top runners will also be 
� returning: sophomore Mike Dominick 
in the 100 meter dash and junior Casey 
Reinking, the only long distance 
runner to receive All-American hon­
ors . in the 5000 meter run . 
"We're going .to be solid conten­
ders , "  Moore commented. "All we 
need is a little luck and I am Irish. "  
(FORM ER(Y CLOTHESLI N E) 
ENTIRE 
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· Speakers 
win 
eci  
tur� 
l ub .  
Sports 
-
re 
.. . , , .. 
f 
per Channe l 
wim m'ers drop 67 -46 
ecis ion to Bradley · 
'- Cohen These were Eastern' s  only first 
.The Bradley Braves led by Tim place finishes of the meet. 
· raced by Eastern' s men swim- Second place finishes were recorded 
67-46 in_ dual meet action, by Jim Bart in the 1 ,000 yard freestyle, 
y at Lantz Pool. 10:21 .2;  Dave Watson, SO yard free-
·s, the Braves captain and star style in 22.9; Mike Parratto, 200 yard 
.er set two brand new Lantz Pool individual medley in 2:06.2;  Bill 
with victories in the SO yard Spangler, 200 yard backstroke in · 
le with a time of 21 .9 and the 2:03.0; Mike Roessler, . 200 yard 
yard butterfly event with a time of breaststroke in 2: 19.8 and the team of 
.5. Scott Bolin, Watson, Mike Foley and 
1er Head Coach Ray Padovan Nitch in the 400 yard freestyle relay in 
not surprised -by the Bradley star's a time of 3:20.3, four tenths of a 
setting performance. second slower than the Bradley pace. 
Barris is a super swimmer, "  Panther diver Al Cymbal, injured 
said. "We fully expected him earlier this week in a diving accident 
a big meet here today . ' '  missed the Bradley meet but is 
1ite the wide margin of victory expected back for Saturday' s  1 :30 p . m . .  
. ey the Panther' s  head mentor dual meet with the Indiana State (ISU) 
Dot disappointed with his teams Sycamores also at Lantz Pool , Padovan 
performance. said. 
meet wu closer than the score ISU has a record of 1 -0 and will swim 
, "  he said. We lost a lot of at Bradley Friday before the meet with 
races by just a touch. Eastern. 
lot of times that made · the The Sycamores are a Division' I 
ice between one and five school. They return two fine .swimmers 
That's why the score is in Steve Shutz, backstroke and David_ 
• , " he added. Kemper, breaststroke from the team 
's star tanker Joe Nitch also that dropped a 68-44 decision to 
two individual victories.  Eastern a year ago. 
both the 500 and 1 ,000 yard "ISU is a similar team to Bradley, "  
events with times of 4:5 1 .  7 Padovan said. "They're a little better 
-.08.8 respectively. . than the team we beat last year so it 
Panther's sophomore diver should be a pretty close meet. 
ill also had an excellent day "We swam well today , "  he conclu-
both the one and three meter ded. ' 'I look for a lot more close races 
events. · Saturday. "  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·  
Got Th ose 
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he Sigma Pl House 
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Wesley United Metho 
Church ;� 
- �-2206 South South 4th Street 
Worship times: 9:00 and 1 1  :00 
Church School: lO:OO a .m. _ 
\� \ �d/ � � �  
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···-· 
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Women tan kers 
o .n road for two 
by Carl Gerdovich . 
Eastern' s  women' s  swim team re­
turns to action this weekend in a dual 
meet at George Williams College on 
Friday and the Northern Illinois Invi­
tational Saturday afternoon. · 
% P r i ce Sa l e 
Coach Sue Thompson' s  squad has 
been idle since its last meet with 
Illinois State back in the first week of 
December. The Redbirds defeated 
Eastern 73.5·7 in the Lantz pool . 
S hop  Wi se For 
Beginning the new semester, the 
women swimmers will be without the 
services of freshman Sharon Bird, ·who 
has been forced to leave the team due 
to an allergy. 
Ba rgai n P r i ces 
On : S l ac ks : S h i rts " We were jnformed that Sharon was 
advised to stay out of the water, "  
assistant coach Ellen Whale said. 
' ' She developed some sort of allergy, 
and that 's  really going to cost us.  
We'll miss her. " 
The young freshman showed a lot of 
promise in the early going for Eastern . 
In the only dual meet, Bird g�abbed 
three first place finishes ,  incl9ding a 
time of 1 :01 .7  in the 100 yard fly. She 
also won the 100 yard medley and ,the 
SO yard fly .  
· 
Whale said most of the girls have 
been practicing on their own during 
the break. In the upcoming weeks 
Eastern has a number of duals and 
triangulars scheduled. 
Also absent this weekend is Bonnie 
Lovett, who is out
. 
with a shoulder 
injury. 
: Kn i t S h i rts 7�� 
:W i n ter  Coats ---::: 
SOUTH SIDE OF SQUARE 
Official Notices 
Official notices are paid tor through 
the office of University Relations , 
Any q uestions concern i ng notices 
should be directed to that office . 
. S U M M E R  JOB I NTERVIEWS 
February 8 & 9 - Towering · Pine 
Camps. 
Individual appointments for in­
terviews may be made during the two 
weeks prior to the _scheduled date. 
The Placement Center is located in 
the Student Services Building. 
James Knott, Director 
Career Planning & 
Placement Center 
TEACHER EDUCATION 
ADM ISSION 
All students desiring to enter 
elementary an'd secondary teacher 
preparation programs should meet in 
the Buzzard Education Building 
Auditorium on January 3 1 , 1 97 8 ,  at 
2 : 00 P . M .  or February 1 ,  1 978,  at 
4 : 00 P . M .  Any student who has 
completed, or will complete, 40 
semester hours at the close of the 
Spring Term, 1 978,  and who has not 
already completed the application 
form, should attend ooe of these 
meetings. The next enrollment 
meeting will be held Summer 
semester. 
TO AVOID BEING CHARGED THE 
OVERLOAD FEE. 
Michael D .  Taylor 
Director, Registration 
SPRING REFU N D  
DEADLI N ES 
The last day to withdraw from Spring 
classes and receive a partial refund 
(all fees except insurance) is TODAY , 
FRIDAY , JANUARY 20,  3 : 00 p.m.  
The last day to  withdraw from Spring 
classes and receive a 50% refund is 
TUESDAY , JANUARY 3 1 , 3 : 00 p . m .  
Michael D .  Taylor 
Director, Registration 
APPLICATIO N  FOR G RADUATION 
Application and reapplication for 
graduation for Spring Semester 1 9 7 8 
must be accomplished no later than 
the deadline of 4 : 30 P . M .  on Friday, 
January 20, 1 97 8 .  The ·necessary 
forms are available in Records Office. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
DROP DEADLI N E  
The last day to drop a class and 
hl:lve no entry for the class 0 0  your 
permanent record is FRIDAY , 
JANUARY 20,  1 978,  4 :30 P . M .  
, 
STUD ENT I N FORMATION 
CHANGES 
When changes occur.errors are 
detected, or information is missing in 
the following basic student in­
formation items, please report them to 
the officelrindicated :  
Housing Office - local and-or home 
address and telephone number; 
Student Academic Services 
residency status, degree, major, 
advisor; 
Records Office - social security 
number, name, classification , marital 
status, or any other changes or ad­
ditions not covered above. 
Samuel J .  Taber, Dean 
Student Academic Services 
CAMPUS I NTERVIEWS 
January 24 - Marines; Aetna Life & 
Casualty. 
January 25 • Marines; I l l .  Power -
Comp. Math Interns Only. 
January 26 - Marines. 
.January 27 - Marines; National Bank 
of Decatur · Comp. Math Interns Only. 
February 2 - Governmental Career 
Day. 
February 6 - Archer, Daniels, 
Midland - Comp. Math Interns Only .  
FINAL EXAM SCH E D U LE 
1 . Final examinations are scheduled 
on · the basis of the first class hour 
meeting of the week irrespective of 
whether the first hour is classroom or 
laboratory activity. 
2. Final examinations for multiple­
hour classes are scheduled on the 
basis of the first hour of the multiple­
hour block.  
3 .  A M- ,  T· , W· , or R- ,  prefix in­
dicates whether the first day of the 
week is Monday, Tuesday, Wed­
·nesday, or Thursday. For instance, M-
0800 indicates the scheduled time for 
the final examination in a class having 
its first class hour meeting of' the week 
at oaoo on Monday, A- moo is for a 
class having its first class hour 
meeting of the week at 1 900 on 
Thursday. etc. 
4. Final examination periods in­
dicated in the above schedule as 
"Makeup or Arranged" are to be used 
only in cases where: 
a. The first class hour meeting of the 
week does not conform to the 
schedule patterns established herein . 
b. The meeting time of the class 
appears · in the Semester Class 
Schedule as "ARR" . 
c. The student presents an ap-
proved examination change r 
5. Final examinations in 
semester hour courses may be 
.at the discretion of the instru 
'it given , shou!d be scheduled 
last regular class meeting of the 
6. Final examinations in 
numbered 4 7 50 or above 
given at the discretion of 
structor and ,  if given , are to 
to the schedule patterns es 
herein . 
7. Final examinations are 
given in all courses unless s 
exempted under the provisions 
5 and·or no. 6 above or by 
mental recommendation to, 
approval by, the Council on 
·Affairs. 
8. Students may not de · 
the published final e 
schedule without written 
the Deen, Student Academic 
9. Instructors may not de · 
the published final e 
schedule without written 
the department chairperson 
of the School or College 
guidelines established by 
President for AcademiC Affairs. 
Samuel J. Tab« 
Student Academic Ronald Leathers, Director 
Pre-Student Teaching 
Clinical Experiences 
M ichael D. Taylor 
Director, Registration 
STU DE NT I NSURANCE 
REFU N D  REQUEST 
February 7 - First National Bank of 
Springfield - Comp. Math Interns Only; 
Essex Group.  MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
OVERLOAD FEES 
Overload lees will be assessed for 
every semester hour over 1 7 stil l  on a 
student's schedule after January 20.  
I l l inois residents will be assessed 
$ 2 1 . 25 per semester · hour over 1 7 , 
and · non-residents of Illinois will be 
assessed $63 . 7 5  per semester hour 
over t 7. A student who has a 
scholarship should check with the 
Financial Aids Office to see whether 
h is scholarship covers overload fees. 
NOTE:  FRI DAY , JANUARY 20, 
4 : 30 P . M .  (TODAY) IS THE LAST 
DAY TO DROP OVERLOAD HOURS 
Students who can provide evidence 
of possessing insurance coverage 
comparable to the EIU Sickness and 
Accident Insurance may request a 
"Petition for Insurance Refund" in 
Room 8-B,  Student Services Building .  
The petition must be submitted in  
duplicate to  the Office of  Financial 
Aids within the first ten class qays of a 
semester; in addition to being signed 
by the student, it must be signed also 
by the parents of those students 
under 21 . 
Sue Sparks 
Director of Financial Aids 
February 1 4  - Caterpillar Tractor 
Company. 
February 1 5  - Marathon Oil .  
February 1 6  Harris Bank;  
M�Gladrey, Hanson, Dunn & Co. 
February 1 7  - Crossroad Press -
Comp. Math Interns Only . 
February 2 1  - Brown Shoe Co . ;  
Thrall Car Mfg . ;  I l l . Farm Bureau . 
February 22 - Glass & Shuffett. · 
February 23 - Sears; McDonnell 
Douglas. 
February 27 - Lafayette Life Ins.  
February 28 - Marines. 
James Knott , Director 
C'areer Planning 
& Placement C enter 
0730-0930 
1 000- 1 200 
1 300 1 500 
1 530-1 7 30 
1900-2100 
May a May 9 May 1 0 May 1 1  
T- 1 000 M - 1 500 T- 1 1 00 T· 1 400 
T- 1 500, i- 1 530 
Makeup, or M - 1 200 M - 1 1 00 T-0800 
Arranged 
M- 1 600 T- 1 600 
M - 1 400 Makeup,  or Makeup, or T- 1 300 
Arranged Arranged 
T-0900 
. M-0900 or M-0800 M - 1 300 
T-0930 
M -1900 T-1900 W- 1 900 R - 1 900 
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Classified Ads Please report classif ie d  ad e rrors i mmediate ly  at 58 1 -28 1 2 .  A correct ad wi l l  appear in the next editio n .  U n l ess n otified , we ca nnot be respo nsible  for an i n correct ad after its fi rst i nsert ion . 
Help Wanted 
BE AN AVON REPRESENTATIVE. 
rm looking for someone enthusiastic 
Ind ambitious to sell quality products . 
1 can help turn your spare time into a 
earning opportunity. Please cal l :  
345-41 69 .  
. 
� 20 
� 20 
Baby sitter for professor's boys, 
!'Ille& nine and eleven . 3 : 00-5 : 30 
through Friday . Preferred 
with car. Call 58 1 -282 1 
1 :00-4 :00. 
io--���������20 
For Sale 
Pontiac Bonneville, power 
1g and brakes, vinyl top,  radio, 
tires, new battery. $300 . 345-
:78. 
iioio-����������·20 co racketballs $2 . 1 9  a can . 
, Davis, Trenway, Pen n ,  Add-
llCket sale, free rulebook. Taitt's 
Shop. Call 345-2600 for 
r 20 
ll'-���������-24 
7055 Receiver, 35 watts i:>er 
, $225,  Scott. 1 O inch 3 way 
$1 1 0  a pair, 348-8468 . 
, 20 
lfoundit in 
classifieds I 
For Sale Wanted Announcements 
For sale:  8-track AM-FM stereo, 4 1 girl to sublease in Brittany.  Congratulations Deb,  Alpha Sigma 
Alpha pledge !  ALL of fifth floor 
Lawson is behind you 1 00 % .  
years old , $ 7 0  or best offer. 58 1 - January rent paid .  Call Kathy: 58 1 -
2783. 390 1 . 
�����������23 
For Rent 
Sleeping rooms for rent. Call 345-
6852. 
����������-25 
For rent:  Regency Apts . ,  Lancaster, 
January rent paid,  available now. 345-
9 1 05 anytime. 
����������-20 
Sleeping rooms with kitchen 
privileges one block from campus. 
Call 345-9308 or 9093 . 
����--'--�����-20 
Two bedro0m unfurnished house , 
attached garage. Married couple; 
immediately. 345-4846. 
������������20 
One bedroom furnished apartment. 
Call 348-8476.  
����������-26 
One bedroom apartment for rent in 
Charleston. Water and garbage paid . 
$ 1 2 5  per month . Phone 345-4508. 
������������20 
First Week Free Rent:  We have a 
few dormitory type rooms available for 
female students with cooking & 
laundry facilities on premises. Large 
clean rooms close to stores, 
restaurants, and campus. Call 348-
0370 for details. 
����������26 
Wanted 
2 male roommates needed for 
Regency Apt. 345-3306.  
����������-2.0 
Needed: Female roommate for 
V�lage Inn Apt. Rent $65 per month. 
Call 345-3708. 
����������23 
Roommates to share 3 bedroom 
apartment. $90 per month . Call 345-
4243. 
����������·20 
Wanted: Riders to trade rides from 
Robinson, Oblong and Newton area to 
EIU . Phone (6 1 8) 544-9309 . 
������������20 
Needed roommate to share Lin­
colnwood Apt. across from Buz . Lab. 
Call 345-2809 or 345-385 1 . · 
����������-23 
DOONESBURY 
����������-24 
Announcements 
Any and all typin g ,  call Vicki 348-
8022 or Evelyn 345-683 1 . 
�����������00 
:rhis could have been your 
classified ad. To find out how, call 
Marty at 58 1 -28 1 2 , or check the 
order form at the bottom of the 
page . . .  today! 
Celebrate New Year's Eve one 
more time.  Party starts at 8 : 00 p . m .  
Saturday, Jan . 2 1  . On Sunday,  join us 
for hot dogs and beer at 5 : 00 .  For 
more information on both parties call 
Sigma Tau Gamma at 345-9089 . If 
you can't call-just show up!  Ad­
dress-865 7th St. One block south 
of Sporty's. 
��-��-����-20 
Col legiate Research Papers . 
Thousands on file . All academic 
subjects. Send $ 1 . 00 for mail order 
catalog. Box 259 1 8-Z, Los Angeles, 
Calif . 90025.  ( 2 1 3)477-8474.  
�����--���� 1 6  
Plant Orphanage . 1 5 1 4  1 Oth St. 
Widest variety, lowest prices. 
wf 
�����������.20 
L.ester I I  Steinway: I love you with all 
my heart and I always wil l . The 
Bearded Wonder. 
��������-�-20 
"Want to spend next. summer sail ing 
the Caribbean? The Pacific? Europe?_ 
Cruising other parts of the world 
aboard sail ing or power yachts? Boat 
owners need crews. For free in­
formation send a 1 3 cent stamp to 
Skoko , Box 2085 5 ,  Houston,  Texas 
7 7025 "  
.. ------ 20 
D & D enthusiasts : openings 
available i n  Wilderness campaign .  Call 
5 5 7 2  for details .  
�------------24 
Buy your carry out beer. l iquor & 
wine at Bob's Package. Everyday low 
prices. 
· 00 
Experienced typist will type for you, 
fast and efficient. 345- 7 7 5 5 .  
������������00 
Pizza Oven , 345-2324. Fast 
delivery-take out. 
����������00 
Former Uni Stereo repair dept. now 
located independently at Kenny's 
Record Shop, Charleston . Most 
s t e r e o  e q u i p m e n t  r e p a i r e d . 
Reasonable prices. 345-7 4 1 4 .  
����������-20 
Nora, Happy anniversary! Let this SUMMER JOBS guaranteed or 
be a modest beginning.  Love, D . D .  money bac k .  N ation's largest 
____________20 directory. Minimum fifty employers -0 & D enthu!liasts: openings . . per state . lncludes· mast�r application . available in mdemess campaign in · Only $3. SUMCHOICE,  Box 645,  
Stevenson. Monty Hall and Balrogs State College, PA 1 680 1 . -
need not apply . Call 5572 for details. 
������--���20 
Put CA$H in  your pod< ets. 
Try lie titis classifieds. 
��������-�-27 
Goju Shorei Karate-Free lessons! 
East balcony, Lantz gym Mon-Thurs. 
6 : 30-8:30. 
����������-30 
Dairy Queen now open ! !  1 1· a.m.-
7 p . m .  Sun . .  2 p . m .-7 p.m. 
����������·30 
The soon departure of Tardor Le 
Mills party to Themis will be 
celebrated by friends and aGquain­
tances. See "help wanted" S8€tion for 
details. 
����������20 
Experienced editing for theses, 
dissertations and professional ar­
ticles. 348-8973.  
--������---24 
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Announcements 
Goju Shorei Karate-Free lessons'  
East balcony ,  Lantz gym Mon-Thurs. 
6 : 30-8 : 3 0 .  
--��----��-�·30 
Make Gateway Liquors your party 
center--kegs available at all times--fast 
courteous service--close to ·campus . 
-�����-����-mwf 
This could have been your 
classified ad . To find out how , call 
Marty at 58 1 -28 1 2 .  
AVON EARNINGS C A N  MAKE ' 7 8  
A GREAT YEAR FOR YOU . Sell 
America's leading cosmetics in  your 
spare time .  No experience n ecessary . 
Call now: 345-4 1 69 .  
_______ .Jan . 23-Feb. 3 
IN A BUDGET SQUEEZE? Make 
good money selling quality cosmetics, 
jewelry , family products. I ' l l  show you 
how. Call today : 345-4 1 69 : 
· Feb. 6-Feb. 24 
COUNSELORS: Camp Waziyatah 
for Girls, _ Harrison , Maine. Openings: 
Tennis (varsity or skiRed players) ;  
Swimming (WSI) ,  Boating,  Canoeing, 
SaiHng;  Waterskiing; Gymnastics; 
Archery; Team Sports; Arts and 
C rafts ; Pioneering and Trip s ;  
P h o t o g r a p h y  f o r  Y e a r b o o k ;  
' Secretary ; Registered N u rse . 
Season: June 26 to Aug. 2 1 . Write 
(enclose details as to your skills, 
interests. etc . )  Director, Box · 1 53,  
Great Neck, N.Y.  1 1 0 2 2 .  Telephone: 
5 1 6-482-4323. 
_____ 1 - 1 1 ,  2 - 1 , 3- 1 , 4-3 
Typing. Term papers, business 
letters, theses, dissertations. Mrs: 
Finley, 345-6543 . 
�-----------·mwf 
Lost and Found 
Lost: Ladies Waltham digital watch. 
Lost between Lantz Bldg.  and Union. 
If found ,  please call 348-02 4 1  . 
Generous reward.  
����������-·23 
Lost: Gold lady's wrist watch last 
Thursday night (Jan . 1 2) at Ike's. If 
found, cali 58 1 -5603. No questions · 
asked. REWARD: 
. 
�---'-��������-24 
Found: Siberian huskie. Brown 
eyes. Call 34 5-7724. 
���������--·25 
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Eastern hosts top team -in nation 
by Rudy Ruettiger 
Head basketball coach Don Eddy will 
have to rely on everything he can 
muster this Saturday at 7 :30 p. m.  in 
Lantz Gym when the No. 1 ranked team 
in Division 1 1 ,  Wisconsin-Green Bay 
comes in to give the Panthers their 
severest test of the season. 
A veteran Green Bay team wil l  bring a 
1 6-0 record into Charleston and some . 
outstanding ball players with im pressive 
statistics. · 
The Phoenix have four seniors and 
one junior in its starting l ine u p  and four 
are returning starters from last season. 
Green Bay will start a front line of 6-9 
center Ron Ripley and 6-7 senior for­
wards Da\'e . Gettman and 6-6 Mike 
Boettcher. 0Ripley was a second team 
All-American selection last year and is 
leading the nation in shooting per­
centage at 76.1 (67 of 88). 
At guards the Phoenix will start seniors 
Tom Anderson and John Blackwell. 
Anderson was a third team All­
American pick. He has over 1000 
career points and a year ago set a 
school assist record. '. / 
Eastern News 
Eastern take s o n  N o .  l 
These are the top ten ranked teams in the 
latest AP NCAA Division II basketball pol l .  
Eastern plays No. 1 Green Bay at  7 : 30 p .m.  
Saturday at  Lantz . 
1 . Wisconsin - Green Bay ( 1 5-0) 
2. Merrimack, Mass. ( 1 2- 1 ) 
3. Cheyney, Pa. State (8-0) 
4 .  Northern Kentucky ( 1 1 - 2 )  
5 .  Townson,  Md.  State ( 1 1 - 2") 
6 .  Springfield , Mass. ( 1 0- 1 ) 
7 .  Lincoln , Mo. ( 1 0-2) 
8 .  Valdosta, Ga. State ( 1 2-3) 
9 .  Livingston . Ala. ( 1 1 -3) 
1 0 . West Georgia ( 1 2-3) 
As a whole, the team is leading the 
nation in defense, allowing only 52.3  
points per game and are leading i n  the 
. winning margin at 21.3 .  -
Green Bay is four tenths of a percent 
leading the nation in field goal per­
centage. 
"They are balanced. Everyone they 
have can hurt you," Eddy said. ''They 
work on you until they· find a weak link 
in your play and then they try to work 
·you over." · 
"Everyone on our team will have to 
··Sports 
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Dennis Mumford gets off a jump shot in close quarters Thursday night . 
· Mumford had 20 points to help the Panthers to an 88-7 4 win over Northeast 
Missouri . (Photo by Scott Bolin) 
stop each of their players because they 
have real good balance." 
The Phoenix play a very deliberate 
offense where they work for the highest 
percentage shot they can get. ''They are 
very patient and take a lot of time to get 
the right guy the right shot," Eddy said. 
Eddy said for Eastern to pul l  an upset, 
"You do what you do better than they 
do." 
The home court advantage -Which 
usually gives Eastern a momentum 
factor ·may not hel p unless the Panthers 
are able to run with the ball. 
"Green Bay's style of play neutralizes 
the home court advantage," Eddy 
commented. · ''They hold the biill and 
keep the crowd sedate. They have 
been playing well on the road because 
they do hold the ball." 
Defensively, Green Bay will use a 
match-up defense. ''They will use a 
defensive alignment to match your . offensive alignment," Eddy said. 
''They are the no. 1 team in the nation 
and it will call for everything we've got 
to beat them, the breaks and the crowd 
support. 
We've beaten strong teams before at 
home and 1 lookfor it to happen again," 
Eddy concluded. 
The Panthers and Green Bay have 
played only one common opponent , 
that being Mankato State. 
Eastern edged Mankato 74-70 while 
Green Bay overpowered Mankato 101-
65. ' -
The Panthers Thursday evening 
beat Northeast . Missouri University 
88-74. to get back on the winning track 
after losing to Western Illinois 'Univer­
sity Saturday raising their record to 
9-6. 
Craig DeWitt powers up for two 
his 24 points Thursday night, as 
led the Panthers to a 88-7 4 vict 
over Northeast Missouri. The 
thers host No. 1 rated Wisco 
Gr�en Bay Saturday night in 
Gym. (News photo by G 
Brichacek) 
De Witt,, Mumford pac 
Panthers o ver NEMO 
by Rudy Ruettlger 
Led by Craig De Witt's  24 points and 
Dennis Mumford's  20 . points, the 
Panther cage team tuned up for the 
No. 1 ranked Wisconsin-Green Bay 
with a 88-74 victory Thursday evening 
over Northeast Missouri University. 
The Panthers will get their shot at 
Green Bay (16-0) at 7:30 p .m.  Saturday 
at Lantz. 
NEMO entered the Thursday's  
game with a four game winning streak 
but a hot shooting (59.4) first half for 
the Panthers put the Bulldogs away. 
· Although Eastern had . a 20 point 
lead at one time in the first half, they 
could not put away a tough NEMO 
squad. The bulldogs put on a late first 
half surge outscoring Eastern 1 1-2 to 
- cut the deficit to 1 1  points at the half. 
NEMO quickly came out after the 
intermission and pulled to within four 
points with less than two minutes gone 
in the second half. From that point on 
however, NEMO did not score for the 
next eight minutes and the Panthers 
took the advantage by rac_king up 13 
straight points for a 64-47 lead with 
10:31 seconds remaining to be played. 
NEMO' s  press · was its undoing 
Thursday as Eastern continually 
scored on easy lay ups and stuff shots . 
Eastern counteracted NEMO's 
press by changing around its press 
offense. Head coach - Don Eddy 
De Witt and Mumford on the s 
end of the press instead of ha 
them bring the ball up the court. 
"We did a _real nice job of g 
the ball into the middle to 
(Thomas) and Derrick (Scott) on 
press, "  Eddy said. "We went 
their press pretty well. I thought 
would take the press off when 
called a time out . "  
NEMO did not take off the 
after it called time out with 16:1 
in the first half and Eastern w 
breaking the full court press e 
In the second half Eastern m · 
ed a comfortable lead throughout. 
NEMO fighting back in spurts 
and overtake the }>anthers big 1 
" At home and away when we 
decent lead in the first half we 
out in the second half pretty m 
cal , "  Eddy said. "And we 
tonight but once we got wound 
did alright. "  
Eddy came out in the second 
with the defensive line up he had 
on the road with Mumford, Scott, 
Stump, William Patterson and 
Pickens . 
"DeWitt had one of his 
games, "  Eddy said. "When he 
like he did tonight it has eve 
do witQ how we play . "  
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Brains and. brawn 
The making of an athlete, 
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For the health of it 
Sedentary people run for life, 
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To begi n with:-. .  
Racqu etbal l bo u n ces  to fam e  as strategy spor 
by Vicki McGrath for handball , according to a student 
Perhaps the sport of the "equal worker at the Intramural Office . 
rights era" has arrived as racquetball The sign up sheets for ·reserving 
players take the court in a competition courts l!-re located at the Intramural 
based on agility and not strength. Office and are usually filled up two 
Females and males can equally days in advance . The lists are posted 
enjoy the sport which is quicker than at 8 a.m. and often filled by 9 a.m. 
tennis and not as rough as handball. Rarely do they remain unfilled past 
An accomplished racquetball player early afternoon.  
who knows the right angles of the The courts are open for student play 
walls can outwit and easily defeat the Monday through Thursday from 6 to 
opponent, even if the two players' 1 1  p.m. , Friday from 6 to 10 p.m.  and 
physique and strength are not compli- Saturday and Sunday from 1 to 10 p . m  . 
. mentary. Racquetball rules are relatively sim-
To a female's  advantage racquetball pie . The game may be played by 
is the sport which equalizes all singles or doubles .  A server bounces · 
questions of " power-hitting, "  as the the ball once and hits it against the 
game is dependent upon manuevering front wall so that it will bounce 
the ball and not a matter of how hard a anywhere behihd the sen:ice line. 
player can " smash . "  The receiver may then hit the ball 
Though racquetball was first lJotly before it bounces twice and can hit the 
criticized by handball players q.ecause ball anywhere before returning if to 
handball courts are used for the game, the front wall . H he fails to do so, -the 
the sport now seems to have surpassed server earns a point. 1 
handball in popularity, at least at H the receiver returns the ball and 
Eastern. the server fails to hit it back, the 
The five handball courts at Lantz are receiver becomes the server. Only the 
used more often for racquetball than (S� RACQUETBALL, page 19) 
Mary Ceja, -freshman, follows through with her shot, as. she tries to m · 
the ball and outwit her partner for a victorious racquetball match . (News 
· by Janet Janes) 
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i ''I admire 
Goel because 
.·Goel is man's 
greatest invention� 
Spend 90 m i n utes with 
the longshorema n/ph i l osopher. 
Eric Hoffer 
''The Crowded life'' 
Prod uced by� , M i a m i ,  F la.  
. 
Tu ne i n  ·Fri  , Ja n ua ry 20 th , Ti me 8 :  30 P. M .  
WILL 12 
PUBLIC BROADCASTING SERVICE 
In civilian life, a college graduate can often start as 
a trainee. 
Tn tho N"!I"..,. c'ho cto ... c ao o"n nffi� 
- ...... -··- - ·- . ./ ,  --··- --- - -- -· -·-·-· . 
Women Naval Officers serve in Communications, Engi· 
neering, Computer Tuchnology, and dozens of other fields. 
They have the same responsibilities as their male counter­
parts, earn the same money, and enjoy the same benefits. ' 
If that sounds like your kind of opportunity, speak t.o: 
LCDR Ed Dews 
Call me collect (314) 268-2 505 
u 
Try our d  
LIVE · 
Tacos 
u rritos 
nchiladas 
amales 
ostadas 
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ntram u rals 
ome n's activ i t i es expan d i ntram u ral p lay 
1'eresa Norton 
The Intramural and Recreation pro­
at Eastern has undergone many 
1ges in the past year, due to the 
·ative efforts by its director, ·nave 
People were more concerned with 
"the ends rather than the means;" , he 
added. 
Dutler plans on reinstating an 
all-sport point program next semester. 
However, the program will be revised, 
1e of Dutler' s  major changes in the consisting of different division. It will 
was "opening anything men also be vecy simple, easing the 
to women. "  "tremendous workload" o n  the office, 
1e expansion of the women 's Dutler said. 
:ural program resulted in 26 Dutler said he has notice9 a dra-
· · ·1es for women to participate in, matic increase in participation, espec­
same as men, excluding soccer, ice ially in the team sports . Co-Rec 
and wrestling. basketball, for example, had five 
open to both men and women, teams last year, increasing to 25 this 
18 Co-Rec sports, where men and semester, he said. 
:n compete on intergrated teams. The increase could be due to the 
ler has also · eliminated. the elimination of the " all out competi­
point program previously tion" resulting from point programs, 
in the intramural program. Dutler . speculated, as people are 
1t particular point program finding the sport activities more 
•ed a good purpose, but also enjoyable . . 
1ted the purpose" because it As an over-all summary, Dutler said 
· .es "created hostile feelings," he will keep the scoring, point system 
said. and rules simple . 
IM  d ead l i nes set 
of the best bargains offered to 
te students that provides . en-
1t, the thrill of competition and 
is the intramural sports ac-
indudes basketball, ·racquetball, indoor 
track relays, water polo, tennis, a 
swimming meet, softball free throw 
competition� table tennis, gymnastics, 
riflery and an outdoor track meet. 
•t ranks higher than skill in the Co-rec teams are formed for bowling, 
1ural program which has men, volleyball, racquetball, softball, free 
1, co-recreational teams and a throws, table tennis, tennis and riflery. 
and staff program. The first men and women's' activity is 
intramural ag�nda for spring basketball with entries due by Feb. 1 .  
:er include� 1 4  sports activities · Competition begins Feb. 6. 
i's teams and 1 2  for women's, The bowling co-rec team entries are 
eight sports slated for co-rec. due by Feb. 1 and play begins Feb. 6. 
's sports include basketball, Students and members of the faculty-
racquetball, indoor track . staff recreation program may borrow 
water polo, a wrestling meet, . sports equipment without charge from 
,, a swimming meet, softball, free the Issue Room in Lantz Building. 
competition, table tennis, Students must leave a validated 
· s, riflery and an outdoor track identification card and faculty or staff 
must l_eave a membership card in ex­
change for equipment. 
or Fine Mexican Food 
Conte · See 
UCHACHO'S 
Try our delicious German & Mexican food. 
LIVE · ENTERTAINMENT 
derson & Mayer 
ICOI 
rritoa 
1chiladas 
males 
11tadas-
141  "E"Street 
.arleston, II 
-Saturday 
Westcott & 
Epperson 
To go orders ava i lable 
phone :  348-8 1 23 
Across from W ilb W alker's 
• 
Each fall semester, intramural football becomes highly competitive. Above, 
Phi Sigma Epsilon fraternity goes for the TD in fraternity division competition . 
Faci l ity hou rs 
Lantz gym is open from 6 p.m. 
to 11 p .m.  on Monday through 
Thursday, 6 p.m.  to 10 p .m.  on 
Friday and. 1 p .m. to 10 p .m.  on 
Saturday and Sunday. 
The L_antz pool is available 
from 7 p.m.  to 9 p.m.  every day 
with add_itipnal hours, 1 p.m. to S 
p.m.  on Saturday and Sunday. 
Monday through Thursday, 
the weightroom is open from 
noon to 1 p .m.  and 3 p.m.  to 9 
p.m.  Friday weightroom hours 
are from noon to 1 p .m.  and 3 
p.m.  to 6 p.m. 
It is  also open on Saturday and 
Sunday from 1 p.m.  to S p.m.  
For gymnasts, the gymnastics 
room is open from 8 p . m .  to 10 
p.m. Monday through Thursday 
and is closed Friday and Satur­
day, with Sunday hours 3 to 5 p.n� 
Racquetball courts are open 
from 8 a:m. to 1 1  p .m. , Monday 
through Friday, except for when 
classes are in session and 8 p.m. 
to 10 p.m.  on Saturday and 1 
p .m.  to 10 p.m.  on Sunday. 
In Buzzard Building, the gym 
is open from 3 p . m .  to 10 p.m.  
Monday through Friday and 
closed on Saturday and Sunday. 
Pool hours are from 4 p.m.  to 6 
p . m .  Monday through Friday and 
also noon to 1 p.m.  on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday; 
The pool is closed on Saturday 
and- Sunday . 
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Athl etes 'go for the win ' with i nner  d r ives .  • • 
by Sue Lelbfortb · become the best we can be, ' '  head 
Baseball , basketball, football, soc- football -coach Durell Mudra said. 
cer, volleyball , hockey, track, tennis, ' 'Athletes are developing their physi­
badminton, swimming, diving, skiing, · cal talents. ' '  
skating, bowling, cross-country, wre- Men's . cross .country coach Tom 
stling, boxing, . . .  It' s  sports baby, ·and Woodall said, "The long distance 
it' s  a win or lose business. runner is self motivated. He doesn't 
The thrill of victory and the agony of need cheerleaders. It' s  an · internal 
defeat are often focal points in our ctaving for growth. "  
wide world of sports . However, very " Some athletes do it for attention or 
seldom does anyone consider the inner recognition, but it' s  more often an ' I  
driving forces that motivate athletes to can be better, I c �  b e  myself 
undergo such strenuous workouts, and attitude ,' " he said. 
sometimes , physical tortures. Roll! Ointon, Eastern' s  wrestling 
One can only speculate what types coach added, "It may be the thrill of 
of individuals get involved in sports, or competition, or even something inse­
why they tolerate exhausting workouts cure in their background" that makes 
and dictator coaches. It is also difficult an athlete endure so much. 
to determine' the impact of a players "It's like a fraternity, "  explained 
love for his coach, his team, an hard Hustmeyer. Athletes form their own 
work in a game where the winn�r takes society. They reinforce each other, 
all . help each other to achieve their goals . 
' 'There are a number of reasons that and endure the pains of pleasure 
kids might get involved in sports, "  together. 
said Jonetta Jones of the Sociology Workouts and training are a part of 
Department. the comm1tment . They are the by laws 
"Athletes are the kind of people of the fraternity. . 
who always have to accomplish some- "After awhile., it' s  a habit, " ex­
thing. Sports gives them status, plained Humrichous .  "For everything 
particularly if the kid comes from a . you do, there is a price you have to 
large family. "  · . pay. You are motivated to do better 
"Others, .particularly those . from and training is preparation. "  
poor families,  1develop their athletic " Our team prays before our races .  
abilities t o  escape the " sharecropping · We bring our Bibles to the meets and 
farm �n · the South and get to the share. It brings us together and gives 
pro' s , "  she added. us strength, "  said Robin Smith, 
Jones said that some parents can woman' s  cross country state champ­
drive their children to sports whether ion. 
to compensate for their own failures, Like a fraternal organization, ath-
or to follow in their footsteps. letes more or less pledge themselves 
"Other individuals, reinfor<;ed by to their team and its rules. While · 
their piers, learn early that they have a 1ceeping their commitments to them­
talent in sports and use it to get them selves as well. Injuries and pain are 
into college, "  she added. part of the cost of living in this 
"Jt's a fulfillment of a need, " said fraternity. 
Eastern football player Jim Humric- When describing her championship 
hous . race, Robin Smith said, " When I 
Whether it's  a need to excell in started, I felt like this was going to be 
something, a need for self discipline, a fun race. I started off with the girls , 
competition, recognition or just a keeping the pace .in fiont. There was a 
socially approved tension release, an time towards the end when I teally 
athlete' s  personal goals seem to be his started hurting, but I thought about 
driving force. how. much I wanted it and the pain 
went away. " but we won more with the authori 
Jim Humrichous kept practicing ian type and in that respect, I lit 
with his team despite a knee injury. " I  that ."  
· 
did miss two games, but I practiced as All of the Eastern coaches in 
much as I could. The intent of sports is viewed expressed their concern 
to participate; win cir lose . "  each individaul' s  personal goals 
Football coach Darrell Mudra ex- achievements. 
plained, "You can learn commitments However, Assistant Woman's A� to ' die for dear old Sywash' and you letic Director Joan Schmidt observed may be blinded so much that you don't at a recent convention in Atlanta, " feel any pain." see us (women' s  athletics) falling ·  He added, " We try to coach in such a the same trap that men' s  sports hav way that players can discriminate 
· that of winnin� at all expense. when. to quit. How you handle a 
program makes a difference. "  Some of these women will 
Aside from team support, and anything to develop a high-powe 
personal motivatiQJl., coaches influence team , "  she added. 
the . performance of a team and the Pressures on athletes to win 
individual' s  own success in achieving ganie increases in team sports.  Th · 
goals. fans pay more attention to the num 
"A coach has to be competent , "  of times the team has won and not 
Humrichous explained. "He has to the team's improvements . 
know what he's  doing. "  Humrichous recalled , "  ' in the ·� 
Whether a coach uses strict authori- season 1 ,600 people attended 
tarian methods or conducts a more Central Missouri game. We felt th 
light-hearted, personal program, it is were people backing us and that ga 
his concern for his players that is us strength. "  
important. Hustmeyer explained, ' 'There 
Smith said, "I think it's  important be an over-emphasis on w· · 
for a coach to talk with the athletes,  to . Then, if the winning isn't there, 
let them know she cares. Even one whole situation deteriorates . "  
sentence is good, because it gives the He added, in a highly competiti 
players encouragement. "  situation, demoralization is built into 
" I  liked the 'nice guy' coach more as losing streak . . .  " 
a person , "  Humrichous continued, . . .  and the agony of defeat. 
. . .  and pos i tive th i nki n 
by Sue Lelbfortb 
" Feelings. For all their lives they'll 
feel it. They never will forget it . . .  " 
track coach, it nieans to get them 
condition, physically, and fundam 
tally sound. " 
Morris Albert, in his song "Feel-
ings" told about the strong emotional For her the preparation for a m 
impacts that are experienced in a must come weeks before an event. ' 
relationship.  Perhaps this same sort of try to get them so they have some i 
emotion, love, between the athlete and of what to expect," She added, " 
his sport give him the persistence to order to be successful they must 
"psych" up for a event. positive:0 
Woman's cross country coach Joan "There is 
Schmidt explained that ' 'psyching up' '  physical training and a certain am 
for an event does not necessarily mean of training the mind , "  said wre 
getting the adrenalin going. "As a . coach Ron Clinton. 
' 'Athletes are probably more intelli­
gent, " explained Frank Hustmeyer, of " 
the Psychology .Department "because 
they know what they want, what they 
have to do to get it and use strict self 
disipline to get there . ' '  
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life ru nners' tal ly mi leage i n jogging group  
Sady Young the same grade increases as runners 
1n For Your life" . . .  sounds l ike the advance to higher classes. 
of a self-defense class, doesn't it? For example, to get an A plus in the 
actual ly, it refers to a jogging beginning class, members are required 
·am that originated here at Eastern to jog one-quarter of a lap and walk 
ten years ago. Tom Woodal l ,  one-quarter of a lap for 1 6  lap_s. 
:ountry and assistant track coach To get an A . plus in the intermediate 
director of RFYL says, "It is a class, members must jog 21 and walk 
m for sedentary people over 25 only two. 
are attempting to develop new Runners are advised to start slowly 
of physical conditioning and and to never skip a grade. Also, al l  
"1n that condition once they attain participants must have a physical and 
. their doctor's approval before joining 
'oodal l is aided in di recting the Run the Run For Your Life program. 
Your Life program by Joan Schmidt, · RFYL offers six to eight weeks of in­
:iate women's ath letic di rector and struction and guidance, and hotds three 
1en's cross-country and track coach. sessions per week. The program also 
RFYL program forms two new holds five or six special running events 
1ps each year. The fi rst group began and two social events each year. 
September and a second group wi l l  The running events include the annual 
on Apri l 3rd. No fee is charged, "turkey trot," which was held on 
ugh most participants donate from November 1 5th of last year. . 
:520 to the program's account. At the "turkey trot," each runner 
and women, drawn from the estimated the time in which he thought 
m faculty and Charleston and he could run two mi les. 
n residents belong to the RFYL Dale Curtis, a CIPS employe from 
im. Woodall said that the ratio Mattoon, was declared the "turkey trot'' 
•een Eastern's staff and the winner because his actual running time 
,people is "about 50-50." came closest to his estimated time and 
members from Eastern's campus was.awarded a turkey. 
le Lawrence Ringenberg, acting On Feb. 1 4th, the program wi l !  
ires. of Acadetnic Affai rs, and sponsor an event for cpntributions 
1nso Dipietro of the Mathematics toward coronc'!ry heart d isease. 
1rtment. Woodall founded the Run For Your 
'articipants are divided into four  Life program in 1 966. He . said that he . 
,: beginner, tenderfoot, in- original ly started the program because 
1ediate and advanced are "graded" of former faculty member, Morris 
how many laps they walk or run in a Manbeck. 
in. Woodal l  explained that one day he 
number of laps needed to keep came upon Manbeck l ifting weights in 
.Knowl -e.s Cafeteri a 
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Coach Tom Woodall, originator of the Run for Your Life program , looks on as 
pole vaulter Jerry Byrne logs another mile . (News photo by Ed Reynolds I l l )  
the weight room, and that this acted as . 
a "triggering device" to his starting the 
program. 
Woodal l explained that he wa_nted to 
start a program to help others, · l ike 
Manbeck, stay physicaJly fit. Woodal l  
said that he feels · that 'Jt (running) 
relates to the qual ity of the l ifestyle." 
He added, "I feel a person who is 
physical ly fit is more able to take ad­
vantage of his l ife." 
, Woodal l said that he gets a "sense of 
satisfaction" from running. "It is a feel ing -
of wel l-being-physical and mental ." He 
concluded that after running five mi les, 
a runner has "accompl ished something 
positive.;' 
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'P u m pi ng i ron ' kee ps forme r gym n ast flexi ng 
by Theresa Norton 
Excellent physical condition and a 
finely developed body shape are the 
rewards of an often misunderstood 
sport, that of body-building. . 
Dave Newstat, a senior · from Park 
Forest, is an avid advocate of body­
building by weight training, although 
he originally started out as a gymnast. 
A state finalist in high-school ·gym­
nastics, Newstat was recruited by 
Eastern, only to quit the team after 
one season because his ' 'heart was not 
really in it . ' '  
Influenced by his older brother, 
Newstat then decided to .lift weights to 
keep physically fit, because it " sound-
. ed good. "  . 
He continued to lift weights claim­
ing "it was just something I like to 
do. "  
Although becoming a body-builder 
was not Newstat's original goal, he 
soon found himself heading in that 
direction. · 
"I would rather not complete" ,  he 
said, adding that he finds weights an 
interesting way to keep in shaJ>'e. ,, 
But Newstat does enter himself in 
· about three contests a year. 
In competition, body-builders are 
judged on three basic areas, muscu­
larity, symmetry, and poseability. 
Muscularity deals with the toneness 
of the muscles and symmetry consists 
of how well the body is shaped, for 
instance, the chest in relation to the 
waist, or the right side as compared to 
the left side. 
The men must also be judged · on 
their grace and flexibility in their ' 
posing. 
Much time and effort go into 
perfecting the body. 
Newstat follows a basic diet all the 
time, along with a rigid work out 
program. 
His three day program consists of 
exercising his abdominal muscles and 
working on one specific area of his 
body each day. On the first day, 
Newstat exercises his chest and arms. 
On the second day of the cycle, he 
works out his shoulder and back. The 
third day Newstat exercises his legs . 
Newstat then rests for a day before 
starting the three day cycle all over 
again . 
A sensible diet must be adhered to 
at all times by the serious body-build­
er, Newstat said. 
" I  am not a health food nut , "  he 
said. "I just do not eat junk" . 
Newstat does not count calories,  he 
simply watches out for the killer -
carbohydrates. He said this way he can 
eat will at each meal; without cutting 
out needed nutrients. 
Training for a competition does 
require a special diet, as well as more 
intense training, Newstat said. 
Three months before the contest, 
training starts for the body-builder. 
Newstat will begin training at the 
beginning of February for a competi­
tion in April . 
However, the weight lifting aspect 
of body-building is only about SO 
percent of the entire sport, said 
Newstat. 
A body-builder's  diet, grace and 
flexibility are also important factors, 
he added. This is where his gymnas­
tics experience comes in handy. Al­
though very muscular, he still main­
tains a certain amount of flexibility . 
I ./ ,_ • · ' , • •  ,! ··, , . , _ _  . '  .. _ , , 
"I consider myself an .athlete ," 
Newstat said. He also enjoys running 
and racquetball among other sports . 
Newstat said he really enjoys his 
rigid exercising schedule, although he 
does it all on his own, without a coach. 
"I try to be as strict as I can be 
without being ridiculous," Newstat 
said. 
Once in a while, Newstat said he will 
tire of the endless routine, but then he 
will figure out why he is bored and 
then rearranges the entire routine,  
making it different but still effective .  
Newstat said he will never give up 
we i ghtlift ing . He really enjoys it 
althoug it is a "love-hate relation­
ship . "  
Besides his own personal satisfac­
tion, Newstat does not see much future 
for the professional body-builder. 
· 
"Few admire me for what "  I do" he 
said. "And there is no money in this 
field, except to promote products by 
posing for ..ads. "  
Many girls do not like the develope4 
body, said Nestat. 
"They think it is gross." he said. 
" Some of them would rather have a 
guy with love handles . "  
Newstat thinks girls "more than 
anybody' '  should go into weight 
training, because they care how they 
look more than guys do. 
Most people . will just stop eating, 
instead of beginning exercising, he 
said. 
Weight training for girls will help 
(See MUSCL�, page 20) 
·How Should We Then . Live 
- The Rise and Decline of Western Thought and Culture -
' 
A 10-Episode Film Series 
by Francis Schaeffer 
1. The Roman Age � 7. The Age of Non-Reason I 
I 2. The Middle Ages 8. The Age of Fragmentation � 
I 3. The Renaissance 9. The Age of Personal Peace I 
4. The Reformation <;ind Affluence I 
5. The Revolutionary Age 10. Final Choices I 
6. The Scientific Age I 
Fri . 7 : 00 Buzzard Aud . 
D r .  F r a n c i s  
Schaeffer is a well 
known eva ngelical 
theologian. This series 
of ten half-hour films, 
beginning Thursday, is . 
the high point of · his 
work. Dr. Schaeffer 
examines our present 
state of affairs through. 
an _ analysis of key 
moments in western 
history. This is done 
from a combined study 
-0f art, science, history, 
r e l i g i o n  ·a n d  
philosophy. He offers a 
viable alterna tive : 
Historic Christianity 
as revealed in the 
Bible. 
These films are 
appropriate viewing 
for. any thinking 
person with an interest 
in his culture and 
community. 
Sat. 7 : 00 a. m .  9 p . m .  Union Grand Bal lroom. 
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Cosmi C: c:ov-er�aaa s  t6llb's gal l acti c tacti cs 
by Bob Nasenbeny age has a central theme of the outer "Jungle" also highlights on side On side four Louis Clark and his 
As a circular shaped disc zooms space. The cardboard punchout of an two. This fast moving, foot stomping, orchestra along with Mack's special 
from within the ionospher�, t\le people ELO spaceship , which comes with the clap happy song gets you in high gear effects combine for a unique perfor­
on earth can see a luminous object album, adds to the atmosphere of · with Bev Bevan's various percussions. mance that carries the listener out of 
appear. As it lands, the members of a ELO's intergallactial special effects. Side three, which opens with a the blue and into the interplanetary 
rock group, the Electric Light Orches- Side one shows a good, basic ELO "Concerto for a Rainy Day , "  features spa�e. 
tra (ELO), appear from within the sound with a fuie orchestra perfor- sound effects similar to bolts of 
strange spacecraft with their newest mance froin Louis Clark. There are no lightning or spaceships bursting with If EW's newest album "Out of the 
alburn-- " Out of the Blue, "  a sequel to new surprises pulled here . the speed of light through the galax- Blue" is any indication of their 
"A New World Record. "  Side two . features " Starlight" -· ies .  Richard Tandy' s  magic fingers do . transformation into the computerized 
The Electric Light Orchestra, once ELO's current hit. Mack's interplanet- a fine job on the keyboards and synthe- music world, then we 're in for addi­
again, has come through with another ary special effects will leave you sizer in "Big Wheels" and " Mr. Blue tional treats of great music in the 
fantastic album. This two-album pack- floating in space in this tune . Sky . "  future . 
'Fam i ly' m ay s uffer  b roke n home next season 
' ws ANGELES (AP) - Will "All in shows will wrap up all of that, " he it either "Archie and Edith" or "The The landmark series ,  still drawing 
1e Family" . be back next fall? The adds . Bunkers. "  big ratings, has made Lear a sitcom 
·ers are a maybe; maybe not; CBS ,  he said, would like to do a But Miss Stapleton is not signed for king, enabled him to make 15 other 
:haps with half the cast, a new title. half-a-family series next fall with the either " and I'm not sure Carroll is, networ» or syndicated comedies from 
id perhaps as a frequent special . two• other " Family" regulars , Carroll although he' s  indicated interest, "  the hit " Maude" to flops like "Hot L 
CBS programs chief Robert Daly O 'Connor and Jean Stapleton, and call Lear said. Baltimore . "  :;.:z:.,:-:r�2:.�� Racq uetbal l p laye rs f lood Easte rn 
:esman said Daly means the entire 
But producer Norman Lear, whose 
series began on Jan. 12,  1971 , says 
a carefully qualified answer the 
"ly' ' as we know it is firiished 
. se two of its four stars are 
�ving. -
He says Rob Reiner and Sally 
1thers are committed to other 
next season, Reiner for ABC 
Miss Struthers for CBS .  
"And 'All in the .Family' t o  me· is 
group, that set, that music, that 
. . . we are looking at the last 
1n of all that, and the concluding 
(Continued from page 1 4) 
server can score points. 
The game ends when one player has 
21 points . There is no deuce game in 
racquetball , Sot!_leone can win the 
game with a score of 21-20, unlike 
tennis . 
A match is won when a player has 
. won two games. 
According to the International Rac­
quetball Association (IRA) .rules, a 
racquetball racquet should have no 
more than a seven inch handle , and no 
more than an 1 1  by nine inch string 
area. 
MU SlCAL -AU D ITIONS 
Ca l l  348-8 1 9 1 , 9 - 5  p . m . 
The U .C .M.  cente r  fo r  a ppoi n t ments 
Aud it ion -Schedu le :  
Monday th ru Fr iday, J a n . 2 3 .- 27 
Open to Anyone i n  
the· E . 1 . U .  Co m m u n i ty 
The racquets, ranging in price from 
$6 to $45 can have aluminum, fiber­
glass, steel or wood frames and tlie 
strings are made of either gut, 
nonfilament, nylon or metal material. 
Nylon strings are recommended be­
cause they tend to last longer. 
Every racquet is equipped with a 
safety thong on the handle which is to 
prevent it from flying from a players 
hand during the game and causing . 
injury.  
It is  not necessary for the racquets to 
be pressed, but they should be hung 
either by the thong or the top of the · 
frame and they should be stored in a 
dry area not . subject to extremes in 
temperature . 
The racquet balls, which may cost as 
much as one dollar a piece, u_sually are 
good for about ten games . 
If you have a dead ball, it may be 
livened up by placing it in a steam 
room or sauna. However, sometimes 
this process may cause the ball to split 
instead. 
THE MEN of . 
Beta Sigma Psi 
would like · to get to . 
a-nd- encourage know you 
· you to attend our 
Party tonight! ! 
with the woman 
Sigma Kappa 
when : 7 : 1 5 pm 
where: B:E t1J chapter hou se 
4 1 8 H a rriso n  
fo r Rides a n d  In fo call 
345-428 1 
20 •••t•r• Mewa Frid�y: Jan . 2 0 ,  1 9 7 8 
Ex i stentia l i st warn s to sh ut u p  at movi es 
by Gary Shrader pathological obsession that has ruined conversation. · 
. Some years in the future, when the more th�n one evening of innocent But, when I'm at a movie or play, I 
comforts and securities of college life entertainment. want to watch the movie or play 
have lefL. me and I am thrust full-blown There is nothing more rude, more without distraction. Have I made my 
into the cosmic, existentialist crisis that im polite, nothing more disrespectful, point? Am I persuading you? Good. · 
awaits us a l l ,  when I have nothing to ungracious, unpolished, insens1t1ve, Unhappily, then, there are exce ptions. 
merely wanting to study ce · 
technical aspects of the fil.m. No, it · 
better for all concerned that .we forg 
the exceptions and keep our mou 
closed. -
lose but l oss itself, when my vive has boorish, crude or savage than inflicting When a movie is truly awfu l ,  a funny All right. Now, there will soon be 
l ost its joie, then I shall give exercise to people who have paid good money to comment from someone in the fine opportunity to test your r}ew-fou 
my self-destructive tendencies in one watch a film with one's own audible audience can redeem the experience self-discipline when the Eastern Fi l 
joyous act: only then, without fear of sound effects, plot synopses and ex- and make you forget the money you've Society presents "Last Tango in Paris. 
re percussion, will I tel l peop le  talking plic�tions, ill-timed laughter, snores, wasted. Also, a sincere, ap preciative, This excellent movie is not pornogra 
out loud at movies to shut the hell up. belches or smooching sour/$.. If I were almost involuntary remark by someone and I don't want to hear comments 
Past attempts at this have proved God, you couldn't even eat popcorn who has fallen under a good movie's say; the size, shape, or pliability of Ma · 
remarkably �nproductive, serving only with your mouth o pen. - s pell can be very exciting to hear. Schneider's breasts, no matter ho 
to inspire the villain to new heights of I hate the way this makes me sound. _ I But who is to decide whether a movie tempting it (or they) might be. 
garru lity or resulting, if you can imagine am not a reactionary. I drink beer, skip is truly awful? Even while you are hating Anyone doing so during the course 
it, in physical threats upon my person. church, read Rolling Stone like it, the fellow in front of you might be in the movie will be sent back to the Cl ' 
This private desire for publ ic quiet is everybody else. I burn the flag regularly. the seventh state of ecstasy. His ap- Eastwood room for 
not a pet peeve of mine, nor do I regard I don't advocate re pression and I'm preciativ.e comments may, in turn, punishment. The rest of us, I hope, wi 
it as a minor annoyance. Rather it is a (almost) always ready for a good disturb the chap in front of him, who is _ sit silently back and enjoy. 
Muscl e tone, d i et i m portant·����������
(Continued from page ' 1 8) One is simply buying a standard •. po· rt• 's· them tone and firm their muscles .  It suit. Newstat wears a size 42 jacket, · · ·- _ I 
will not cause them to - become over- yet the standard i;ize of pants with the 
developed. / , size jacket is 36 inches , which is much _A_ ttitude Readjustment Period . .  
Body building and weight training is too big for Newstat' s 30 inch waist . 
b.ecoming more popular, Newstat said, Another disadvantage is staring Regular Mixed Drinks 60¢ 
judging from the quality of men in people . "I hate to go to a beach " ,  
competion. Newstat said. "I  don't like to take my 3_ · � 7p.m. · 
Newstat plans on startlng a weight shirt off."  
lifting club here at Eastern a s  h e  Newstat, a senior finance major, 
believes that a person should be in the hopes to combine business with the 
kind of physical shape so th.at they can sport he enjoys by managing a health 
"do what they have to do without club after he graduates and hopefully 
feeling any discomfort. ' '  owning his. own club someday. 
This includes changing a tire, Meanwhile, Newstat will continue 
moving furniture, or just everyday " pumping iron" and enjoying his 
bending and stretching, he said. superior physical condition. 
Weight training is just as beneficial, 
if not more so, as running or jogging, 
Special - � lb. cheeseburgers 50¢ 
3 - 7 daily 
7 2 7  7th Sporty's 
Newstat said. ' 
However, there are a few negative 
aspects to having a developed body 
like Newstat 's .  
. Don ' t  Forget 2 0 %  D i sco u n t  
"We recog nize the right of the individual , 
m·arried or  s i n g le, to be free from unwarran ted 
I !£here IS o 1Hffereru:em �  
PREPARE FOR: 
WJE·(!)IM· � 
GMAT. • GRE • OCAT 
Vltr • SAT 
Moat cour1e1 begin 
8 weeka before exam 
Our broad 1a119t:' o l  progra'!1� provides an umbrella ol lest· 
ing know-how Ural enables· us to otler the best preparation ��a�:��·.:�c.�,a;��' ::��:s��u��a:f ��::�es�v��1�1:nrne:�: 
home study m;ltC'nals. Courses thal ar� conslanlly up­
ctafcd Permanent centers open days. evenings & week­
ends a l l  ye.u. Complete tape laci\ i t ies for review of class 
lessons ane1 !or u s e  01 ·supplemenlarv materials Make-ups 
!or missed lessons al our cenlcrs. 
VQE • ECFM G • FLEX 
NAT'L M E D I CAL BOA R DS 
NAT'L  D ENTAL BOAR DS 
NAT'L N U RS I N G  BOA R DS 
"come visit o ur center , ,  
Flexible Programs And Hours 
61 6 E . Green Champaign, m. 61 s20 . l =-H 
F!;�?!a�i=��l l E�IONAL C!E� in olher cities 
CALL TOLL FREE 
800.221 -9840 TEST PR[PARATl()N SPECIALISTS SIHCE 1938 
Centers in Major U.S. Cities :ind Lu1ano, Switzerland 
govern r:n e n ta l _in trusion in to matte,rs so 
f u n damenta l ly affectin g a person as t � e  · 
d ecision whether to bear o r  beget a chil d .  That ·  
righ t  n ecessarily i n c l udes the right of a wo m a n  
to. d-ecid e whether or not to term i nate her 
preg na� cy .  " 
U n ited States Supreme Co u rt 
J a n u a ry 2 2 ,  1 973 
I n  ce l e b ra t i o n  o f  t h e  F i f t h  An n ive rsa ry o f  t h e  h i sto r i c  d e c i s i o n  reco g n i z i n g  
w o·m e n 's G o d -g ive n  a n d  Co n s t i t u t i o n a l  r ig h t  t o  c h oo se .  
EAST C EN TRAL I L L I N O IS  CHAPTER  
ABO RT IO N R IG H TS ASSOC IAT I O N OF  I L L I N O IS 
2 2 07  Reyn o ld s  D r ive C h a r les to n , I L  6 1 9 2 0  
W e  w e lco m e -n ew m e m b e·rs a n d  co n t r i b u t io n s .  
Freshman Marga� 
Arrangement of Pain 
Gallery. The exhibit' 
displayed. (News pH 
Stu de 
by Marcel Bright 
Students will no 
nominating faculty f 
9,000 in outstandl 
awards for 1976-77, J 
Marvin said recently. I 
The outstanding fi 
non-recurring mon 
faculty members fm 
contribution to t 
teaching and commi 
r,esearcb, commw 
professional devel 
Weidner, Universit'yl 
mittee (UPC) chairpen 
· A maximum , of 21 1 - l • J .. � ... 
